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At VOX, we believe that true freedom 
begins at home and rather than a 
defined interior style, what really 
matters are the needs and lifestyles 
of your family members. That’s why 
it is our goal to inspire, advise and 
deliver complex interior solutions - 
matching collections of furniture, 
doors, floors and wall systems. 
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TURN 
DREAMS INTO 
FURNITURE

Following the changing world and 
various lifestyles of our clients, 
we have designed a new furniture 
system that grants almost unlimited 
possibilities of configuration. Thanks 
to this system, you will create exactly 
the kind of furniture you need. A rich 
colour palette, various types of legs 
and handles - we have thought it all 
through so that you can arrange your 
dream interior.
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HOW TO CREATE 
YOUR DREAM 
FURNITURE 
WITH CREATIVE

11 body and front colours, 12 types 
of handles including a push-to-
open option, 12 types of legs.
This wide palette of choices will 
allow you to create furniture 
perfectly fitted to your needs. You 
can create from scratch or use 
our ready-made compositions 
and change just some elements 
such as the colours. Feel free to 
experiment. The configuration tool 
won’t let you design non-functional 
furniture.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF LEGS

leather
handle

push 
to open

rounded black metal frame

black metal skid

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped

handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder 

leg

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
wire handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

dark wooden 
cone leg

slanted ho-
ney wooden 

frame

golden 
metal 

leg

slanted silver 
metal leg

slider 
pad

golden 
metal 
round 
handle

slanted dark 
wooden 
frame

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

straight 
black metal 

frame

black metal 
wire handle

black 
metal

cylinder

slanted black 
wooden 
frame

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS:

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak
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CHOOSE A READY-MADE OPTION 
AND ALTER IT AS YOU PLEASE

CHANGE ADD REMOVE

You can change any 
aspect of the suggested 
configurations. Move the 
doors and shelves as you 
please in your wardrobe or 
bookcase. Experiment with 
colours, test various options 
of handles and legs. A small 
alteration can completely 
change the character of the 
furniture piece.

Creative is a system of unlimited possibilities. To make your choices easier, we have prepared ready-
made options in the configuration tool. We have suggested a given colour, layout of shelves and 
cabinets, legs and handles. If you like one of the suggested options as it is, you can order it straight 
away. You can also freely change any feature to make it into your perfect piece of furniture.

By removing certain 
elements, you can alter the 
functionality of the piece. 
Remove a door to get more 
open storage. Instead of 
handles on the doors, you 
might decide to go with the 
push-to-open system.

Do you prefer storing things 
in drawers or on shelves? Or 
maybe your most needed 
element is a steel bar for 
hanging clothes?
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CREATE YOUR OWN
1. CHOOSE READY-MADE FURNITURE OR CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

2. CREATE THE LAYOUT OR CHOOSE AN OPTION

ADD ELEMENTS

3. ADD DOORS

short shelf 
42,5 cm

short drawers
42,5 cm

long drawers
88 cm

long shelf
88 cm

45x45

double
45x45

45x135

double
45x135

45x90

double
45x90

layout 1

layout 4

layout 2

layout 5

layout 3

4. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE BODY

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

5. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE DOORS

6. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE SHELVES

7. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE PARTITIONS

8. CHOOSE THE LEGS

slider 
pad

slanted 
dark  wooden 

frame

slanted 
honey 

wooden 
frame

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

rounded 
black metal 

frame

truncated 
black wooden 

frame

golden
metal

leg

straight 
black metal 

frame

dark 
wooden cone

leg

black
metal 
skid

slanted silver 
metal leg

light wooden 
cylinder

leg

push 
to open

leather 
handle

golden 
metal wire 

handle

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
round handle

straight honey 
wooden 
handle

black metal 
cylinder

light wooden 
cylinder

black metal 
wire

handle

silver metal 
T-shaped 

handle

black metal 
round handle

straight black 
metal
handle

9. CHOOSE THE HANDLES 

Creative is a furniture system of unlimited configuration 
possibilities. Create a piece of furniture just for you - exactly 

the way you want it - or use the sets we have prepared for you. 
Change the layout of the pieces or their appearance. 

A rich colour palette, many types of handles and legs - we have 
thought it all through so that you can create your dream interior.
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THE POWER OF CREATIVE COLOURS Each is different, each is special. On their own or put together - they can introduce a unique 
atmosphere to the interior. The Creative colour palette is a thoroughly thought-through set of 

11 colours. It opens an unlimited range of possibilities to create completely different worlds - from 
minimalist and subdued interiors to vibrant eclectic spaces.
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THE 
MAGNIFICENT 
ELEVEN

Creative’s warmest wooden 
shade. It contrasts cool 
colours and brings warmth 
and softness to the interior, 
making you want to spend 
more time in it. It goes 
perfectly with black or 
bottle-green, colours that 
bring out its structure. It’s a 
perfect choice if you want 
your furniture to bring a 
warm afternoon glow into 
your interiors.

The lightest of Creative’s 
wooden shades resembles 
the real wood structure. It 
introduces harmony, peace 
and bright atmosphere 
to your interior. It brings 
to mind the colour of the 
washed wood of seaside 
cabins. It will look great in an 
idyllic cottage in the country 
as well as in modern spaces.

Find out about the 
possibilities and effect of the 
Creative colours.

This intensive wooden 
shade creates a serious and 
noble atmosphere making 
a timeless interior. It works 
best with black. Metal legs 
or leather handles highlight 
its fine character. A perfect 
choice for those who 
appreciate classic interior 
solutions.

This neutral, subdued 
wooden shade generates 
a calming, soothing and 
relaxing effect thanks to the 
cosy atmosphere it creates. 
It works great with light or 
dark elements. Because of 
its neutrality, it will blend 
into any interior without 
distorting its style.

Grey, but not dull. A colour 
definitely worth introducing 
to your interior. Its universal 
character and neutrality 
make it a perfect match for 
any other colour from the 
Creative palette. Grey can be 
a base for almost any style. 
It has many faces depending 
on the chosen elements. It 
looks great with gold or silver 
that give it lightness and 
modern elegance.

LIGHT OAK BROWN OAK GREYHONEY OAK DARK OAK
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A sophisticated colour which, 
in its depth, incorporates 
everything that is associated 
with elegance. It will fit in 
every interior while adding 
class. It will cooperate with 
any other Creative colour. 
Going with black for all 
details will introduce a 
strong accent which will 
not disturb the harmony of 
your interior. Mixing it with 
light wooden tones will bring 
out its strength and make it 
stand out among the other 
parts of the decor. Adding 
golden elements will enrich 
every interior and give it a 
luxurious character. Perfect 
for both modern interiors 
and those more traditional.

And then enters he - all 
in white. A colour that will 
brighten any interior making 
it spacious and light. It calms, 
soothes and relaxes. Thanks 
to its universal and timeless 
character, it is loved not 
just by Scandinavian style 
enthusiasts. It matches well 
with all Creative colours 
regardless of the style. You 
will create a classic, timeless 
interior design by matching 
white with black elements. 
When put together with light 
wooden tones it introduces 
lightness and harmony.

Bottle-green, thanks to its 
depth and richness, looks 
different depending on the 
surroundings. The painted 
version has been given a 
semi-matt finish to give it an 
even more refined character. 
It fits perfectly with dark 
colours that enhance its 
depth or with brighter ones 
that make it stand out 
more. This colour is great 
for modern interiors both 
as the dominating theme 
and as the counterpoint 
in a monochromatic 
arrangement. Vibrant 
green furniture perfectly 
complements interiors in 
the urban jungle style, full of 
plants.

The most vivid colour of 
the Creative palette. It will 
make any interior stand out 
introducing vibrance and 
a sunny atmosphere. The 
energy embeded in saffron 
will lift everyone’s spirits. All 
you need is one piece of 
furniture in this colour to 
completely alter the mood. 
This sunny interior hero goes 
perfectly with black, white, 
grey and indigo. For those 
who like the less obvious 
colour matches, it will be 
ideal to put it together with 
green or nude, which will 
liven up the interior even 
more.

The most energetic Creative 
colour that seems to change 
depending on its company. 
This furniture colour brings 
to mind the inside of a juicy 
melon. It will make every 
interior more attractive. Dark 
accessories will highlight its 
succulent colour and make 
it the main accent. Together 
with brighter colours, it will 
work great in interiors to 
which we want to introduce 
warm and positive energy. 
When combined with golden 
elements, it makes a piece 
of furniture that will catch 
everyone’s eye. One thing is 
certain: if you want to break 
away from boredom - nude is 
your colour!

An exceptionally noble 
colour. Nearly as deep 
as black, also brings in 
elegance. In the semi-matt 
finish, it becoms even more 
distinguished. It matches 
great with almost any other 
Creative colour creating 
completely different visual 
effects. Matched with 
white or light oak, it makes 
a marine-like interior. 
Matched with green or 
saffron, it brings in energy, 
while gold will give it an 
elegant, exclusive character. 
Its posibilities are unlimited 
- just like yours - in the 
Creative System.

WHITE BLACK INDIGO SAFFRON GREEN NUDE

NUDE
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EVERY DETAIL COUNTS Oak, sturdy metal, or leather - elegant and really pleasant to the touch? The Creative selection of 
handles and legs if proof that the power of decoration is in the details. The smallest element has an 

impact on the appearance of the furniture, but also helps to define the style and mood of the whole 
interior. Learn about all the Creative elements and decide which ones you will invite to your home.
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A UNIVERSE OF POSSIBILITIES There aren’t two people in the world who have the same idea of an ideal home. Everyone has their 
own expectations and ideas. Creative is a system that was  designed for everyone to construct any 

world they want in their interior. A classical living room with a retro touch or an idyllic dining room 
full of juicy colours. Learn about the range of possibilities of Creative and turn your dreams into 

furniture that will make a space that will meet all your needs.
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PROJEKTANTKA
MARTA 
KRUPIŃSKA

“Mam to szczęście, że w VOX od 
lat biorę udział w przełomowych 
projektach. A Creative jest bez 
wątpienia moim projektem życia 
- czekałam na takie wyzwanie. 
Pracując nad tym systemem 
musiałam nieustannie balansować 
między restrykcyjnymi założeniami 
technologicznymi a funkcjonalnością 
i estetyką. Wszystko miało być na 
najwyższym poziomie i w duchu 
zrównoważonego rozwoju.
 
Creative daje niemal nieograniczone 
możliwości konfiguracji, ponieważ 
jest modułowy nie tylko na zewnątrz, 
ale i wewnątrz. Często zdarza 
się, że widzimy piękną szafę, ale 
chcielibyśmy np. mieć więcej szuflad 
w środkowej części, a zamiast półek, 
dwa drążki. W zamkniętych systemach 
zawsze jest jakieś “ale” - Creative jest 
odpowiedzią na większość z nich.”

DESIGNER
MARTA 
KRUPIŃSKA

‚I’m very lucky to have been part of 
groundbreaking ideas at VOX for 
years. Creative is, without a doubt, 
the project of my life, a challenge 
I was waiting for. While working on 
this system, I had to find balance 
between technological restrictions 
and functionality and aesthetics. 
Everything had to be of top quality 
and in the spirit of sustainable growth.

Creative gives almost unlimited 
possibilities of configuration because 
it’s modular not just on the outside, 
but also on the inside. It often 
happens that we see a beautiful 
wardrobe but we would prefer more 
drawers in the central section or two 
bars intead of shelves. Closed systems 
always have a ‚but’ - and Creative is an 
answer to most of them.

Marta Krupińska - Graduate of the Industrial Design Department at the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Poznan. Winner of many prestigious awards like ‚Good Design’ in 2011, ‚Product of the Year’ 
2012, ‚Humane Design’ 2019 (Young Users collection) or ‚Must Have’ 2020 (Slide sofa). What does 
Marta Krupińska think about while designing? About everything that is most important here, at 
VOX. About functionality, simplicity, ergonomics, precision, aesthetics, universality. But first and 
foremost she thinks about the human. That kind of thinking always brings good effects, e.g. the 
Simple and Young Users collections or Creative.
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SITTING 
ROOM

The sitting room is a place where 
you... live! It is where our daily lives 
go on, where we need comfort, 
which plays a key role along with 
aesthetics and functionality. What is 
your definition of comfort? Moderate  
minimalism, an eclectic storm of 
colours, or a home oasis of peace? 
Here are our proposals made in 
Creative System. Find your inspiration, 
create a space that will fulfil the 
needs of the whole family and let 
everyone find their place of comfort.
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If you want to spend your time at home with a feeling of inner peace and balance, use the natural 
palette of Creative. By choosing a bookcase and sideboard in the colour of solid oak, you will build 

a coherent foundation for the whole space. Creative System allows to freely arrange the shleves 
and drawers. You can choose completely open designs or decide which sections should be hidden 

behind doors.

EARTHY COLOURS
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NSC S 1520-R

NSC S 0500-N

NSC S 2005-Y50R

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV7/01

LARGE CORNER SOFA FAVO

TRIPLE TALL BOOKCASE
CREATIVE

DOPPIO POUFFE

SMALL VASE
SIMPLE

TALL VASE
FLOT

HANGING LAMP
OMBRA

TALL ROUND COFFEE TABLE
CREATIVE

To counter the subdued colours, use a set of three coffee tables in 
different tones from the Creative palette - grey, white and oak. Add 
slender metal frames or go with solid wooden legs. Mixing these two 
will work well too.

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA FORTE
BRECKLAND OAK

DOOR LEAF
FRESTO 1

The door used in the arrangement is a double sliding Fresto. Ask for individual evaluation at VOX stores.

BOARD: LIGHT OAK
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER
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Spring is your favourite season? What if you could enjoy its aura for the whole year? It is 
possible. The sitting room is the perfect space to be filled with the most beautiful colours of 

spring. Create your own composition that will bring you joy and will let your house blossom.

IN FULL BLOOM
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Green shelves in a nude bookcase? Why not? Creative allows you to 
choose their number and colour. To counter the powdery mood go 

with a bottle-green TV unit.

Pastel shades, greenery, the lightness of form, plenty of space for plants - here’s a recipe for a house 
where spring lasts all year! A bookcase with doors, dresser and a coffee table in the energizing nude 
colour from the Creative palette will bring positive energy to any interior. By putting them on black 
legs, you will make them lighter and bring their colour out even more.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-B50G

NCS S 0505-Y80R

NCS S 2005-Y50R

HANGING ROUND MIRROR
HANG II

CONTAINER 
FOND

VASE VAPEA

PLANT POT HIP

PHOTOGRAPH CACTUS II

WALL COLOURS

CREATIVE CHEST OF DRAWERS

BOARD: NUDE
LEGS: ROUNDED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL WIRE HANDLE

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP201

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA EFFECT
IVORY OAK

SOFA WITH CONTAINERS SLIDE CUSHION IVA
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You want to have a modern-looking house but also love traditional and tested solutions? 
Combine these desires and go with traditional elegance. With Creative, you can find your 

balance between the traditional and the modern.

NEW TRADITION

3938



With Creative, the layout of the shelves and cabinets can be adjusted to your needs 
and aesthetic preferences. Configure it to showcase your favourite books and 

collectible items that will turn up the interior’s atmosphere.

The combination of universal black with dark oak is a proven duo that generates the effect of 
unique style and timeless elegance. The thin metal handles will give the cabinet and bookcase an 
exquisite character while remaining in harmony with the whole space.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 6500N

NCS S 4005-Y50R

NCS S 5020-G50Y

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP205

WALL PANELS 
LINERIO M-LINE
CHOCOLATE

BLANKET MUFF

CUSHION IVE SMALL ORGANIZER BELLO

IVA CUSHION

TABLE LAMP SOMO MEDIUM VASE FLOTWALL COLOURS

BOARD: BROWN OAK AND DARK OAK
LEGS: ROUNDED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL WIRE HANDLE

WIDE TV UNIT CREATIVE

FLOOR PANELS BALTERIO
MAGNITUDE SMOKY OAK
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It’s there, but seems like it’s not. The simple, modern lines and geometrical shapes give 
it the feeling of lightness and gentle presence. Therefore, all your favourite plants and 
ornaments remain the main characters of the interior. To make it more classy, choose 

dark handles from the wide selection of Creative handles. 

FEELING GREEN...
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NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 4005-Y50R

NCS S 0502-R50B

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

LARGE PLANT COVER 
FLOS

SIDEBOARD 
CREATIVE

CHAIR SIMPLE BASKET CLASS

PHOTOGRAPH CACTUS ISMALL COVER 
CALM

WALL COLOURS

HARD CORE FLOOR RIGIO 
CEMENT STONE

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP205

DOOR LEAF 
SUPRI 10 - REBATED

BOARD: HONEY OAK
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER
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The range of Creative’s possibilities is proof that beauty is in the detail. By matching grey 
with golden elements you will get a delicate and elegant effect. Furniture  in one colour with 

consistent legs and handles will help create a coherent and gentle space. Thanks to the slender 
legs, the extraordinarily capacious shapes will look light and won’t overwhelm the interior.

DISCREET CHARM OF GREYNESS
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-R80B

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 6500-N

WALL COLOURS

BOARD: GREY
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG
HANDLE: GOLDEN METAL ROUND HANDLE

VIDE DRESSER CREATIVE

VASE TORS 

DECORATIVE WALL 
SYSTEM
LACE CONCRETE
AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE 
MATERIALS

WALL CLOCK YULE LARGE 
CONTAINER 
JUGO

VASE BURET

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP203

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD HEDE OAK

CORNER SOFA FAVO
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There’s no space like a home that brings to memory the carefree times of seaside 
holidays. If you want every moment spent in your living room to be relaxing and 

unwinding for you and your family, give it a feel of holiday time all year long.

LIKE THE SEASIDE
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Creative’s indigo, a colour inspired by seaside views and architecture, 
when joined by wooden legs and handles, will bring the holiday mood 

into your home. Wicker accessories will perfectly finish the home 
holiday resort look.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 1010-R806

NCS S 8010-R70B

WALL COLOURS

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD 
SKAGERRAK OAK

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV401

ADJUSTABLE ARMCHAIR FINT

NARROW TV UNIT CREATIVE

TALL ROUND COFFEE TABLE CREATIVE

CONTAINERS PAJO
SET OF 3

SMALL LANTERN
FANO

SMALL DISPLA
 GLASS SAGA

VASE TUBER VASE BULBE 

BOARD: INDIGO AND LIGHT OAK
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER
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Timeless white coloured bookcases and dressers will look good in any interior without distorting its 
space. How many shelves, doors, cabinets? You decide. Creative allows to adjust the furniture to 

your needs. Configure it to fit all that is essential while keeping the space tidy and always ready for a 
relaxed time together on the sofa.

LONGING FOR SIMPLICITY
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0502-R50B

NCS S 2005-Y50R

ROUND HANGING 
MIRROR SCANDI

PHOTOGRAPH GLASS CITY I

MINI GREENHOUSE 
CABI

PHOTOGRAPH GLASS CITY II

HANGING LAMP
COHEN 

ORNAMENT 
LACASA

WALL COLOURS

TALL ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
CREATIVE

POUFFE DOPPIO

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP201 SOFA WITH TWO CONTAINERS SLIDE

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD FOSEN OAK

BOARD: WHITE
LEGS: ROUNDED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

WIDE TV UNIT CREATIVE
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There is something extremely soothing about the classic look. This is why so 
many of us appreciate timeless interiors so much. The colours and diverse 

options of Creative will allow you to build a coherent, classy space that will be 
appreciated by different generations.

NEVER ENOUGH TRADITION
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The extendable table with massive legs will serve during many family moments and 
the spacious sideboard will provide plenty of storage space. By choosing skew legs and 

black handles, you will give it a slight retro finish.

A well thought-through combination of modern and traditional style will 
bring class and elegance to your interior. Dark oak shaded furniture will 
work great in such setting.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 8010-R70B

NCS S 5020-Y30R

NCS S 2030-Y20R

PHOTOGRAPH STONE 
CONVERSATION 1

HANGING LAMP AMOS

VASE BURET

SMALL VASE FLOT

CHAIR FRAME VASE ANOM

BOARD: BROWN OAK AND HONEY OAK
LEGS: SLANTED BLACK WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP205

2-SEAT SOFA MODUSHARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO MARSH OAK

SIDEBOARD 
CREATIVE 
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If after returning home from the crowded and noisy city all you dream about is a 
moment of relaxation and unwinding for the senses - create your private oasis that 

will combine modern city style with soothing greenery. In a harmonious space like 
that, everyone will find their inner balance.

CITY OASIS
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A white coffee table with black legs, favourite accessories 
and a large number of plants will make great company 

for the moments of escape from city noise.

Black-and-white furniture contrasted with powerful green is a simple but distinctive setting. If 
you want to make your cabinet or dresser more unique, use skew legs and black handles that will 
give it a modern looking retro twist.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 7020—B90G

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 3005-Y20R TABLE LAMP 
COLLO

SMALL CONTAINER 
DESSI

SMALL PLANT COVER 
FLOS

BOARD: WHITE
LEGS: SLANTED BLACK WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV107

2.5-SEAT SOFA SOPHIE
(WITHOUT CUSHIONS)

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
HARDWOOD BOARD RORVIK OAK

CONTAINER ADORO NARROW TV UNIT CREATIVE

POUFFE SOPHIE
FROM
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When current affairs overwhelm us, we often miss the past. If you arrange 
your interior in the retro style, you will experience a little time travel every 

day. A comfortable armchair, cup of tea and favourite book and you are in a 
completely different world.

RETRO SPECIAL
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When making your Creative configuration, match brown or dark oak with black 
elements to get an effect of elegant classics with a modern touch. Putting dressers 
and cabinets together with skew legs and black handles will result in the best retro 

style 60-inspired furniture.
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WALL PANELS 
LINERIO S-LINE
MOCCA

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 3005-Y20R

NCS S 5020-Y30R

NCS S 6500N

BOARD: HONEY OAK
LEGS: SLANTED BLACK WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD ESPUMO 
ESP205

HARD CORE FLOOR RIGIO 
EUROPEAN OAK

MIRROR NOVA CONTAINER 
FOND

LARGE TABLE LAMP 
STORE

HALL CABINET CREATIVE

DOOR LEAF
FRESTO 1

The door used in the arrangement is a double sliding Fresto. Ask for individual evaluation at VOX stores.
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If you sometimes feel like dropping everything and depart on an adventurous 
journey towards the warm South, take a deep breath and arrange your house like 

it is the South! Create a mood of carefree, slow life full of colours that bring to 
mind your best travel memories.

FIESTA SIESTA
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 7002-B90G

NCS S 4010-B90G

NCS S 0502-R50B

BOARD: GREEN
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG
HANDLE: GOLDEN METAL ROUND HANDLE

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV601

HARD CORE FLOOR RIGIO 
WHITE OAK

TALL VASE OFER VASE BACHANGING LAMP UWO

VASE BARELL

PHOTOGRAPH DREAM I PHOTOGRAPH DREAM II

SMALL PLANT 
STAND ABI

TALL SIDEBOARD 
CREATIVE

TALL ROUND COFFEE TABLE CREATIVE

8382



If what is most important in your home is the everyday family life, you will 
appreciate the simple, traditional and practical things. To make the most of your 

day-to-day routine, you need a space that will bring order to your home and  
make your shared moments more pleasant.

EXTRA-ORDINARY

8584



On such a solid base, the table will bear all family gatherings. Choose 
a lighter shade of wood from the Creative palette to make clear who 

plays first fiddle in your dining room.

Where the family gathers at the table and chaos is a frequent occurrence, a spacious 
sideboard will help in maintaining order. Finished with black legs and handles, it will 
become more classy and timeless.

8786



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 8005-R80B

NCS S 1505-G90Y

BOARD: BLACK AND HONEY OAK
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

PLANT COVER
REDO 

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV107

FLOOR BOARD QUICK STEP
CASTELLO OLD CLEAN MATT CAS1341 MATT 
VARNISH

GLASS FRIENDS
SET OF 3

ALARM CLOCK AXE

MIRROR NOVO

CHAIR SHELLTALL SIDEBOARD 
CREATIVE

8988



You want to arrange a practical, modern house but can’t help 
longing for a little vintage feeling? With Creative you can have your 

cake and eat it too.

A SOMEWHAT NOSTALGIC JOURNEY

9190



Functionality enchanted in the magical vintage style. You want to showcase your favourite 
books? Place a top unit over the sideboard that will fit your whole collection. Choose open 

fronts and configure the shelves so that your favourite things are always at hand.

9392



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 4010-G70Y

NCS S 5020-Y30R

NCS S 2002-G

BOARD: BROWN OAK
LEGS: STRAIGHT BROWN WOODEN LEG
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

SIDEBOARD CREATIVE DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
JUNGLE LEAVES
AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE 
MATERIALS

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV103

HARD CORE FLOOR RIGIO 
EUROPEAN OAK

VASE VERTO

PLANT COVERS 
LIGA

TALL VASE 
VOLAR

HANGING LAMP 
WITH HANDLE BALL

CHAIR SHELL

9594



If you want to have the most original interior, one that will express your character best - you can 
turn your space into a little... art gallery! Thanks to Creative, you will feel like a real artist and will be 

able to equip your home with everything that your artistic soul wants.

WHAT A PIECE

9796



To make your bookcase more interesting, configure an asymmetrical layout in Creative 
and build your own artistic mosaic. With such an arrangement you don’t need much 

else to create a one-of-a-kind interior with character that will be appreciated not only 
by the inhabitants but also by your guests.

By combining black with golden elements, you will create 
elegant and original furniture. Your bookcase, cabinet and 
coffee tables will look like little works of art.

9998



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 2030-Y10R

BOARD: BLACK
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG

WALLPAPER ABSTRACT FLOOR LAMP COLLO

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP205

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD FOSEN OAK

PLANT COVER 
RUNO

PLANT COVER 
RUNA 

BLANKET MUFF 

CORNER SOFA 
ESTAR

TALL ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
CREATIVE

LOW ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
CREATIVE

101100



When you can’t decide on your interior colours, go with the ultimate classic - 
black and white is a colour marriage that will never go boring and always looks 

stylish. A clear space broken by delicate contrasts is the perfect solution for 
enthusiasts of simplicity and order.

IN BLACK AND WHITE

103102



Configure your own black-and-white bookcase with a custom layout of shelves and 
cabinets. It will not only amaze with its form, but will also showcase all your favourite 

decorations and accessories. To complete the composition, combine a black and a 
white coffee table  into a stylish set. The perfect dwelling in black and white!

When deciding on a black-and-white interior, make sure to use 
details that will counter the monotony and give the space an 
unobvious character.

105104



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 8005-R80B

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP205

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA EFFECT
IVORY OAK

PRINT LAMAR 1 HANGING LAMP UWI

PLANT STAND TRIX
SET OF 3

BOARD: BLACK AND WHITE
LEGS: STRAIGHT BLACK METAL FRAME

SMALL ORNAMENT GEO

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

LOW ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
CREATIVE

BIN CALA

DOOR LEAF MODUS 10
WITH ANTHRACITE EDGE

107106



A sideboard, cupboard and bookcase all in different colours? Why not! In an eclectic interior 
everyone will find something for themselves. Colours, legs, handles, layouts of shelves and doors 

- Creative allows to configure them all however you want. Putting together various contrasting 
colours of furniture will create a modern, original space. Such living is art.

ART OF LIVING

109108



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0502-R50B

BOARD: NUDE, SAFFRON, GREEN
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER OR 
LEATHER HANDLE

WALLPAPER POP-ART

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP401

TALL SIDEBOARD 
CREATIVE

LAMP MODI LARGE PLANT 
STAND ABI

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA EFFECT
IVORY OAK

DOOR LEAF 
FRESTO 1

CHAIR FRAME 

PRINT SHE IV

The door used in the arrangement is a double sliding Fresto. Ask for individual evaluation at VOX stores.

111110



CREATIVE DRESSER
CONFIGURATION
Body: green. Front: green. Handle: golden metal round 

handle. Leg: golden metal leg.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

CONFIGURATION
Body: brown oak. Front: brown oak. Handle: straight 

black metal handle. Leg: black metal skid.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

CONFIGURATION
Body: white. Front: white. Handle: black metal 

cylinder. Leg: rounded black metal frame.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative

The Creative dresser offers spacious 
storage that can be easily adjusted 
to your bedroom, living room or hall. 
Creative gives you a wide range of 
options for the dresser’s appearance 
and functionality. Everyone has 
their own idea for storing things 
and keeping order. Therefore, the 
inside of Creative dresser can 
be personalized to meet your 
expectations. Drawers, shelves or 
perhaps both?

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF LEGS

leather
handle

push 
to open

rounded black metal frame

black metal skid

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped

handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder 

leg

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
wire handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

dark wooden 
cone leg

slanted 
honey 

wooden 
frame

golden 
metal 

leg

slanted silver 
metal leg

slider 
pad

golden 
metal 
round 
handle

slanted dark 
wooden 
frame

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

straight 
black metal 

frame

black metal 
wire handle

black 
metal

cylinder

slanted black 
wooden 
frame

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS:

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak

113112



28 68

38 80

48 90

58 102

32 74

44 84

52 96

62 108

SITTING ROOMS

EARTHY COLOURS CITY OASIS

NEW TRADITION FIESTA SIESTA

DISCREET CHARM OF GREYNESS A SOMEWHAT NOSTALGIC JOURNEY

LONGING FOR SIMPLICITY IN BLACK AND WHITE

IN FULL BLOOM RETRO SPECIAL

FEELING GREEN... EXTRA-ORDINARY

LIKE THE SEASIDE WHAT A PIECE

NEVER ENOUGH TRADITION ART OF LIVING
115114



DINING ROOM

For some a dining room is mainly a 
place to have their meals, for others - 
an open, multifunctional area where 
they celebrate their everyday lives, 
one where practically everything 
happens. Our expectations towards 
the dining room should be the main 
factor marking the direction of its 
arrangement. Do you want the dining 
table to play the main role in your 
house or do you prefer it to be part of 
a big living room, always full of life? Is 
it your goal to achieve inner peace or 
a vibrant space bursting with energy?

117116



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 6500-N

NCS S 7020-B90G

WALL COLOURS

HANGING LAMP 
WITH HANDLE 
BALL

HANGING LAMP 
COHEN

BOARD: BLACK AND DARK OAK
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

SPICE MILL HOOLIER
SET OF 2

CONTAINER PAJO
SET OF 3

SINGLE TALL BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

CAKE PLATTER COASTERS INFRA
SET OF 4

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP201

HARD CORE FLOOR RIGIO 
CONCRETE STONE DARK

DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
GEOMETRIC FLOWERS
AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE MATERIALS

119118



A dining room brings us together not only for family meals. It’s the epicentre of home 
chaos where we engage in various activities. If you want your family and guests to 

always feel comfortable at your dining table, make sure the surrounding space is full of 
harmony and well organized.

ENLIGHTENED DINING ROOM

121120



By putting together two dressers with 8 drawers each, you will achieve an 
extraordinary visual effect and lots of storage space.

The table is the key element of the dining room. A white tabletop will 
perfectly stand out against a background of natural wood coloured 
furniture. To showcase it even more, choose legs in a similar tone in the 
Creative system.

123122



MIRROR  SCANDI

JUG TORR

HANGING LAMP POULIE IINCS S 2000-N

NCS S 6500-N

NCS S 4005-Y50R

WALL COLOURS

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD SPITSBERGEN OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV101

BOARD: WHITE
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME

CHAIR UNI

LARGE PLATE MOTIF
SET OF 2

DECORATION PLATTER
OMNI

EXTENDABLE TABLE
CREATIVE

DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
KERRADECO TWEED

125124



A vivid saffron table from the Creative collection will change every space, making it unique. The 
vibrant accent will perfectly contrast its surroundings, catch the eye and bring the table to the 

centre of attention making it a positive energy fuel cell. By choosing black metal legs you fill further 
highlight its character.

PERSONAL SOLAR SYSTEM

127126



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000 N

NCS S 0502-R50B

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

BOARD: BLACK AND SAFFRON
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID

WIDE GLASS-FRONT 
CABINET SIMPLE

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD SKAGERRAK OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV301

TALL VASE 
OFER 

HANGING LAMP 
OMBRA BLACK

HANGING LAMP 
HARMONY

HANGING LAMP 
UWI

PRINT BLACK-AND-WHITE WEB

PHOTOGRAPH DREAM II 

CHAIR SHELL 

WALL COLOURS

129128



Colourful but tasteful. The match of bottle-green and vibrant saffron will bring a good load of 
positive energy into your dining room and will make you not want to leave it. Where the table plays 
the main role, it’s good to have a spacious sideboard that will hold everything that’s necessary and 

help keep things tidy.

COLOUR REIGNS HERE

131130



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000 N

NCS S 0502-R50B

WALL COLOURS

PLATTER HOOLIER

HANGING LAMP WITH 
HANDLE BALL

ROTATABLE PLATE HOOLIER

PLATTER HOOLIER

CUBE SHELF CREATIVE

EXTENDABLE TABLE 
CREATIVE

VASE BALLE 

VASE SURSO VARNISHED FLOOR BOARD
SKANDINAVIEN 1-LEAF
ALESUND OAK

BOARD: HONEY OAK, SAFFRON AND GREEN
LEGS: SLANTED BLACK WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

WALLPAPER POP-ART

133132



A dining room where you spend the best moments at your family table is a perfect place to 
create an exotic atmosphere allowing us to interact with our beloved nature on a daily basis. 

A bottle-green dining table is a perfect central character for an ‚urban jungle’ dining room.

DINING JUNGLE

135134



Add lots of green plants and you will have an interior full of nature, 
that will introduce extra freshness to every meal at the table.

If you want your kitchen accessories to be a decorative part of the interior, 
configure your Creative shelf system that will showcase them nicely.

137136



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

CHAIR SIMPLE 

STOOL SIMPLE
FROM

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV501

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
IMPRESSIVE WHITE IM1859

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0502-R50B

BOARD: HONEY OAK, WHITE AND GREEN
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: STRAIGHT HONEY WOODEN HANDLE

PICTURE FRAME 
MUN I

PRINT POTANIQ IIISMALL HANGING 
LAMP LANK 

PLANT STAND HIP LARGE COVER 
CALM 

WALL COLOURS

TRIPLE TALL BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

139138



Every day you return home looking for an asylum from city noise? If you do, you know 
yourself how important inner peace is. Obtain it by creating your balanced space of gentle 

colours that will transport you to an idyllic world of nature and inner harmony.

INNER PEACE

141140



To configure the most ascetic furniture in Creative, choose the push-
to-open option instead of traditional handles. The simplicity of form, 

no unnecessary accessories and geometric coherence make up a 
perfect harmony of interior.

Nothing will make the interior more natural than using subtle colours, materials and 
accessories bringing to mind the natural world. The harmonious composition of a 
bookcase, dresser, cupboard and a dining table in the light oak colour will introduce 
a friendly atmosphere.

143142



NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 5020-Y30R

WALL COLOURS

NATURAL FLOOR QUICK STEP
MASSIMO MAS3563S OILED

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV201

TABLE MATT CALA II
SET OF 2

CANDY JAR 
CELA

PLATTER PIATO

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

BOARD: LIGHT OAK
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG

DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
GEOMETRIC WOOD

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

DRESSER CREATIVE

HANGING LAMP 
COHEN 

TALL VASE 
FLOT 

CARAFE NOUM

145144



FAMILY IDYLL Carefree living doesn’t like boredom and clichés. Introduce freedom to your dining room by 
putting together furniture in different colours from the Creative palette. White cupboards 

and the tasteful table and chest of drawers pairing will bring positive energy to the room. By 
mixing closed and open-front shelves you will get an interesting effect that will organize the 

kitchen wall.
147146



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

FLOOR PANELS
QUERRA ELEGANCE
ARAGON OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV601

NCS S 6500-N

WALL COLOURS

EXTENDABLE TABLE CREATIVE

TEACUP WITH 
SAUCER YANG
SET OF 2

NCS S 0502-R50B

SINGLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

VASE BAC CONTAINER 
VELA

LOW VASE 
OFER

PLANT COVER REDO

SMALL PLANT COVER 
DUNO

SMALL TRAY REDO

BOARD: WHITE AND NUDE
LEGS: TRUNCATED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

149148



Dreaming of a charming cottage in Provence, where the joy of idyllic living and carefree, 
snug atmosphere make the time pause for a while? Create your own Provence at home 

and travel to your dream destination without leaving your kitchen!

KITCHEN PROVENCE 

151150



Build a white bookcase with such a number and layout of shelves that will allow to showcase 
them best. The solid partitions of the bookcase will draw a frame around your kitchen lab. 

Spacious drawers will fit all the remaining objects. Choose dark oak coloured legs and 
handles to enhance the idyllic feeling.

White makes the best background for a rich kitchen 
scenery inspired by the Provencal style. Such interiors 
are determined by the details and accessories.

153152



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 5020-Y30R

WALL COLOURS

BOWL PULVE

JUG PULVE

MORTAR KENOPLATE MATTS CORK
SET OF 4

WIDE DRESSER CREATIVE

STOOL SIMPLE

HARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO CEMENT STONE

SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP401

BASKET MOTA

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

LARGE PLANT STAND ABI

ORNAMENTAL 
CONTAINER SAGA

BOARD: WHITE
LEGS: DARK WOODEN CONE LEG
HANDLE: DARK WOODEN TRAPEZOID HANDLE

155154



CREATIVE EXTENDABLE TABLE YOU CAN CREATE 
A DIFFERENT 
COMPOSITION 
FOR YOURSELF

Tabletop: white. 

Legs: slanted honey wooden frame.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 9 TYPES OF LEGSCONFIGURATION EXAMPLES

Tabletop: green. 

Legs: dark wooden cone leg.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: indigo. 

Legs: light wooden cylinder leg.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: brown oak. 

Legs: black metal skid.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: saffron. 

Legs: slanted black wooden frame.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

straight black metal frame slanted silver metal leg slanted honey wooden frame dark wooden cone leg

slanted black wooden frame

straight brown wooden leg black metal skid slanted dark wooden frame light wooden cylinder leg

The Creative Table is ready for all tasks 
that you have planned for it. The colourful 
main character of your dining room? Or a 
neutral, toned-down companion? Also the 
legs you choose determine its character: 
wooden, metal, skew or straight and 
slender. Every variation allows the table to 
keep its extendable properties.

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 TABLE TOP COLOURS

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak

157156



118

126

134

146

120

130

140

150

DINING ROOMS

HOMEOCRACY

PERSONAL SOLAR SYSTEM

DINING JUNGLE

FAMILY IDYLL

ENLIGHTENED DINING ROOM

COLOUR REIGNS HERE

INNER PEACE

KITCHEN PROVENCE
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BEDROOM

You should arrange your bedroom 
with great care. The place where we 
begin and end every day should be 
our  home oasis of tranquility and 
comfort, which means something 
different to everybody. Some feel 
best in bright, minimalist interiors, 
others need the depth of dark colours 
to fully relax, and there are also 
those who want to wake up to vibrant 
colours that awaken all senses. The 
possibilities of Creative allow to fulfil 
all these needs. What bedroom do 
you dream of?

161160



When the family grows, our home enters a completely new reality. Everyone has to adjust to it and 
so does the space. Worried if your home can handle such changes? Don’t be. With Creative, you will 

design an interior that will meet all the new needs of your family.

MINE, YOURS, OURS

163162



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-Y20R

NCS S 3010-B90G

NCS S 0502-B

WALL COLOURS

HARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO NATURAL OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV501

TRIPPLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

VASE VAPEA

BLANKET MUFF

TABLE LAMP SEVI

BOARD: HONEY OAK AND GREEN
LEGS: SLANTED SILVER METAL LEG
HANDLE: SILVER METAL T-SHAPED HANDLE

BEDSIDE TABLE CREATIVE

A well-designed bedroom will hold the life of the whole family no matter 
the circumstances. To create harmony in the daily chaos, choose practical 
and aesthetic solutions. A large bookcase, dresser and cabinet will store 
everything necessary and keep things tidy.

HANGING PLANT 
COVER FORME

HANGING MIRROR 
HANG II

165164



The power lies in the detail. Sometimes a drop of colour is enough to completely change the mood 
of an interior. A saffron bedside table will fill your bedroom with joy, warmth and optimism, becoming 

its little ray of sunshine. Choose legs in a natural colour matching the other furniture. Light oak will 
be perfect.

GOOD MORNING, SUNSHINE

167166



NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
HARDWOOD BOARD RORVIK OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV1201 

DOOR LEAF RIMO
WITH YELLOW EDGE

BEDSIDE TABLE CREATIVE

PLANT COVER 
CERA

PHOTOGRAPHSAN I  

HANGING LAMP COHEN

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1002-Y

NCS S 1020-Y10R

NCS S 2020-Y40R

WALL COLOURS

THROW NATUREL

140 BED CREATIVE

BOARD: LIGHT OAK AND SAFFRON
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER

169168



Nude from the Creative palette is a colour that will fill every interior with positive energy. All you 
need is a bed, a large wardrobe, a dresser and a bedside table to create a stimulating space. By 

complementing them with golden legs and handles you will bring out the colour’s intensive and 
unique character.

BARE BUT NOT BORING

171170



FLOOR PANELS QUERRA SUPREME
SANDER OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV102

3-DOOR WARDROBE CREATIVE

BOARD: WHITE AND NUDE
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG
HANDLE: GOLDEN METAL WIRE HANDLE

UPHOLSTERED WALL PANELS SOFORM
AVAILABLE SOON

BEDSIDE TABLE CREATIVE

TABLE LAMP SEVI

BOX JEWEL

SMALL BLANKET 
SAFI

LARGE BLANKET 
SAFI

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2020-Y60R

NCS S 1005-Y50R

NCS S 0502-R50B

WALL COLOURS

173172



Simple means peaceful. White furniture without any unnecessary elements will be perfect for a 
calming bedroom. When designing it with Creative, go with the push-to-open system instead of 

handles and slip pads instead of legs to make the dresser and bedside table minimalist and fitting 
their pristine surroundings.

DREAM-ZEN-E

175174



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1502-Y50R

NCS S 2005-Y20R

NCS S 0502-G

WALL COLOURS

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA SUPREME
NIVE OAK

PRINT TRIGO VASE TORS
  

SMALL LANTERN 
FANO

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV201

DRESSER CREATIVEDOOR LEAF MODUS 10 
UNREBATED WITH PLYWOOD EDGE

A white bed will go well with light oak coloured 
legs that will give it a lighter look and introduce a 

natural mood to the whole interior.

160 BED CREATIVE

BOARD: WHITE 
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG

177176



If you want to introduce a little greenery to your bedroom, just go with one piece 
of furniture in the vibrant bottle-green shade. The dresser, aside from fulfilling its 

storage functions, will work great as a ‚stage’ for your home jungle. Finish it with dark 
handles if you want to add depth to its colour.

DREAMING OF GREEN

179178



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

HARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO ROYAL OAK

BOARD: WHITE AND GREEN
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV101

LARGE COVER CALMTABLE LAMP MUSE

LARGE PLANT 
COVER GORA

PRINT BOTANIQ II

NCS S 7020—B90G

NCS S 0502-G

WALL COLOURS

NARROW TV UNIT CREATIVE

DESK CABINET CREATIVE

BLANKET MUFF

CANDLE HOLDER ZENFLOWER POT RAJA

181180



If you dream of a colourful life full of positive emotions, don’t just look for them outside of your 
home. Bring them into the place which is with you at the beginning and at the end of every day. 
Firm black, deep bottle-green and vibrant saffron - seems like they are completely different but 

together they create a world of magnetic uniqueness.

COLOURFUL EVENINGS
AND MORNINGS

183182



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV107

WIDE DRESSER CREATIVE

PRINT 
TIP BLACK

TABLE LAMP BRIT CUSHION OPTI PLANT COVER 
DUNO 

BOARD: BLACK, GREEN AND SAFFRON
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

SMALL ORGANIZER 
BELLO

160 BED CREATIVE

NCS S 2060-Y10R

NCS S 8005-B20G

WALL COLOURS

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
IMPRESSIVE WHITE IM1859

185184



A creative space or a space for creation? With the Creative system you will design an 
interior that will harmoniously combine all your needs. Free your inner potential and 

express yourself in creating your perfect bedroom.

PERFECT COMPOSITION

187186



Brown oak furniture will allow you to create a coherent space. To subtly 
brake the tone, choose different handles for the wardrobe, dresser and 
bedside table.

You want to divide a section of the bedroom for creative 
work? Choose a grey desk that will stand out against the whole 

interior without distorting its harmony.

189188



WALL PANELS 
LINERIO S-LINE
MOCCA

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
SIGNATURE PAINTED BLACK OAK 
SIG4755

SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP205

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 6500-N

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0502-R50B

WALL COLOURS

BIN ARIA

BEDSIDE TABLE 
CREATIVE

PRINT LAMAR 1 TABLE LAMP COLLO

STANDING CLOCK PAVE

BOARD: BROWN OAK AND GREY
LEGS: SLANTED SILVER METAL LEG
HANDLE: SILVER METAL T-SHAPED HANDLE

140 BED CREATIVE

191190



A refined interior requires firm decisions. The combination of 
universal black with dark oak is a proven duo that generates 

the effect of unique style and timeless elegance.

A MAN’S WAY

193192



NCS S 8500-N

NCS S 5030-Y50R

NCS S 4020-Y30R

TABLE LAMP 
COMPAN

BLANKET MUFF

BOARDS: DARK OAK AND BLACK
HANDLE: STRAIGHT BLACK METAL

ALARM CLOCK AXE

BOARD FELIS 4 PIECE 
SET

SKIRTING BOARDS
EVERA EV107

NEWSPAPER HOLDER 
METROPOLIS

BEDSIDE TABLE CREATIVE

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
CLASSIC OLD DARK OAK CLM1383

If you appreciate functional solutions, choose 
a set of wardrobes that will fit in everything 
necessary and the central open bookcase 
section will give it a unique style.

4-DOOR WARDROBE CREATIVE

DECORATE THE WHOLE 
INTERIOR WITH VOX

WALL COLOURS

195194



If it’s an interior that we chose ourselves, even the ordinary things have exquisite taste! The matching 
honey oak bedside table and wardrobe are a perfect choice for those who like tested solutions that 

will last years. Add an elegant dressing table and your practical but cosy bedroom is ready.

LOOKS LIKE NOTHING BUT STILL ...

197196



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1502-Y50R

NCS S 0502-R50B

NCS S 2005-Y50R

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP205

DRESSING TABLE CREATIVE

BOARD: BROWN OAK AND BLACK
LEGS: TRUNCATED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL ROUND HANDLE

PHOTOGRAPH HOUSE II   PHOTOGRAPH HOUSE III   

POUFFE SOPHIEChoose black handles and skew legs 
from the Creative selection to give the 
furniture a more classic look.

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
SIGNATURE PAINTED BLACK OAK SIG4755

140 BED CREATIVE

HANGING MIRROR HANG II HANGING LAMP COHEN 

199198



Welcome to the beautiful realm of Her Majesty, the Bedroom, where comfort is priceless, elegance is 
dazzling and dreams are full of colours perfectly contrasting the black decor. Would you like to stay 

longer? Use Creative to design your own sleeping kingdom.

HER MAJESTY, THE BEDROOM

201200



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 8500-N

NCS S 2030-Y20R

NCS S 2060-Y10R

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV107

CHAIR SIMPLE JEWELLERY HANGER 
BIRDS

FLOOR PANELS QUICK STEP
SIGNATURE PAINTED BLACK OAK SIG4755

BOARD: BLACK
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG
HANDLE: GOLDEN METAL CYLINDER OR 
GOLDEN METAL WIRE HANDLE

HORIZONTAL SHELF 
CREATIVE

MIRROR IVAR

CLOCK CHIC

ALARM CLOCK ZACO

UPHOLSTERED WALL PANELS SOFORM
AVAILABLE SOON

DRESSING TABLE CRE-
ATIVE

ORNAMENT BRUNO

LOW ORGANIZER SEVI

WOODEN BLOCKS
SET OF 3

203202



CREATIVE WARDROBES
4-DOOR WARDROBE
Body: light oak. Front: light oak. Legs: slanted black wooden 

frame. Handles: black metal cylinder.

w82/d57,5/h197 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h192 cm

w91/d57.5/h197 cm w91/d57.5/h192 cm w45.5/d57.5/h192 cm w45.5/d57.5/h197 cm w45.5/d57.5/h184 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h202 cm

You will find 4 kinds of wardrobes 
in the Creative system. Choose a 
suitable option and alter its colours 
and layout. The wardrobes can be 
put together and build functional 
and visually appealing compositions. 
Choose the size of the wardrobe and 
freely design the layout of shelves, 
drawers and bars. A 4-door wardrobe 
can become the perfect wardrobe for 
your clothes and 1-door option will fit 
even in a small space. You can also 
experiment with colours. White fronts 
and saffron shelves? Creative makes 
it possible.

3-DOOR WARDROBE

1-DOOR WARDROBE2-DOOR WARDROBE

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF LEGS

leather
handle

push 
to open

rounded black metal frame

black metal skid

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped

handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder 

leg

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
wire handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

dark wooden 
cone leg

slanted 
honey 

wooden 
frame

golden 
metal 

leg

slanted silver 
metal leg

slider 
pad

golden 
metal 
round 
handle

slanted dark 
wooden 
frame

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

straight 
black metal 

frame

black metal 
wire handle

black 
metal

cylinder

slanted black 
wooden 
frame

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS:

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak

205204



162

170

178

186

196

166

174

182

192

200

BEDROOMS

MINE, YOURS, OURS

BARE BUT NOT BORING

DREAMING OF GREEN

PERFECT COMPOSITION

LOOKS LIKE NOTHING SPECIAL BUT...

GOOD MORNING, SUNSHINE

DREAM-ZEN-E

COLOURFUL EVENINGS AND MORNINGS

A MAN’S WAY

HER MAJESTY, THE BEDROOM

207206



STUDY AND 
HOME OFFICE

At a time when working from home 
more and more often becomes our 
everyday reality, it’s a good idea 
to provide a space allowing you to 
focus in peace. A home office in an 
especially designated room or a work 
corner in your bedroom or living 
room? The possibilities are plenty. 
Sometimes a desk and bookcase 
are enough to create a perfect work 
space. And if you are arranging a 
professional office, you can endow it 
with a friendly home atmosphere. This 
will make it a place you happily return 
to. See for yourself that even the 
smallest details from Creative have 
the ability to transform an interior 
into one where work will be sheer 
pleasure!

209208



Work from home, project after project, the constant need to develop or a passion that requires time 
spent at a desk every day - all this calls for a space for special tasks! It would be great if it could fit 
two people at once and was always open to new challenges. A little space and functional furniture 

can add up to a cosy home office.

OFFICE FOR SPECIAL TASKS

211210



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 8010-R70B

NCS S 4005-Y50R

NCS S 2000-N

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV104

TRIPLE LOW BOOKCASE

CHAIR MOVE 

TABLE LAMP LIGEORGANIZER NORI

EXTENDABLE TABLE 
CREATIVE

DESK ORGANIZER
ORDEN

DESK ORGANIZER VANTE

VARNISHED FLOOR BOARD
SKANDINAVIEN 1-LEAF
ALESUND OAK

BOARD: BROWN OAK
LEGS: TRUNCATED BLACK METAL FRAME

213212



You don’t need a separate room to create a perfect desk for your work. A little 
corner or compartment is enough to organize an office space that will be divided 
from daily home chaos. All you need is a comfortable and appealing desk that will 

make your work sheer pleasure.

PERFECT REMOTE WORK

215214



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 0502-R50B

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 8500-N

LAMELLA PANELS LINERIO
L-LINE NATURAL

DOOR LEAF INOVO SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP201

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN 
SOLID WOOD
KATEGATT OAK

Put together the light colour of oak with 
straight metal legs to give the desk a 
modern character.

TABLE LAMP 
MUSE

STANDING CLOCK 
ARNI

CREATIVE DESK

BOARD: LIGHT OAK
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CILINDER

SMALL FLOWER POT 
RUNO

LARGE BOX 
BDF

WALL COLOURS

217216



To be able to travel to your own world for a moment you need a space that will 
make it possible. A classic retro-style study done with proven, fine materials and 

subdued colours will be the perfect zone for relaxing, unwinding or working on 
your own terms.

MY OFFICE - MY WORLD

219218



Design your perfect bookcase and complement it with extra modules to fit in all 
the books. Add a comfortable desk and the perfect study is done! To add a little 

more character to the furniture, finish it with leather handles.

Deep indigo furniture will make an interior classy and will freame your book 
collection nicely. You are afraid that one bookcase won’t bear all your books? 
Creative allows you to create one that will.

221220



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 7010-R90B

NCS S 4020-Y30R

NCS S 5030-Y50R

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV107

BASKET BOLSA PLANT COVER REDO

PRINT QUAD TABLE LAMP 
CONSULA

SWIVEL CHAIR MOLAR

DESK ORGANIZER 
ORDEN

FLOOR PANELS BERRY ALLOC
CHATEAU CHARME BLACK

NARROW DRESSER 
CREATIVE

BOARD: INDIGO
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: LEATHER HANDLE

DESK CREATIVE

223222



A living room, but not just that. A study, but one you work in. A libary, but without limits. Or 
just a home comfort zone? If you also dream of a common space for the whole family 

designed for relaxation, don’t delay fulfiling this perfect plan.

HEAD OVER HEELS IN BOOKS

225224



A rectangular coffee table at the wall will work great as a stand for 
books and ornaments.

The place of family relaxation needs a large bookcase that will store everyone’s 
favourite books. Creative will help you create a perfect piece of furniture that will 
be the star of the room.

227226



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

WALL COLOURS

BOARD: BLACK
HANDLE: LEATHER HANDLE

FLOOR LAMP 
ESTE

SMALL ORNAMENT 
MERYN

PHOTOGRAPH GLASS CITY II   

RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE CREATIVE

BOARD: BLACK
HANDLE: LEATHER HANDLE

NCS S 4005-Y50R

NCS S 1502-Y50R

NCS S 4020-Y30R

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
HARDWOOD BOARD ORESUND OAK

LARGE CORNER SOFA PELUSA

SMALL VASE FLOTVASE ANOM

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

229228



A nude desk will contrast the dominating white and add a little sparkle to the room. 
Introducing a more vivid colour will help divide the work zone. Put it on slender metal 

skids so that it won’t overwhelm the small space.

TWO WORLDS, ONE SPACE

231230



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV301

CHAIR MOVE BIN CALA

UPHOLSTERED WALL PANELS 
SOFORM
AVAILABLE SOON

ORGANIZER PUNTO ORNAMENT FORI

HARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO ROYAL OAK

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0505-R50B 

DESK CREATIVE

BOARD: NUDE
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

233232



To achieve the best work efficiency, design a space with the dream functionality and work comfort. 
A black desk will help you focus and organize your thoughts. Combine it with skew wooden legs to 
make it lighter. A set of hanging shelves and standing bookcases will help you organize your work 

materials. Add a little table with your favourite plant and the work will be done in no time.

AND EVERYTHING WORKS WELL

235234



Working from home can be pleasure? Creative can do anything! By creating ‚an island’ from two 
contrasting desks you will gain not only an effective place for work but also a lot of space to find 

your focus. An office doesn’t have to be boring - configure the same bookcases with different 
layouts of shelves and doors to stress the dynamics of the interior.

TWO DESKS ARE BETTER THAN ONE

237236



If you are arranging an office at home, Creative will help you avoid typical office ‚coldness’. A 
large table with a black top on massive brown oak legs will bear even the heaviest debates and 

challenges. At the wall, instead of a traditional bookcase, you can place a large honey oak sideboard 
that will bring some warmth and homely feeling to the room.

HOME BUREAU-CREATION

239238



CREATIVE DESK
Desktop: white.

Legs: slanted honey wooden frame.

w136,5/d67,5/h78 cm

CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES

DESK 
CABINET

Desktop: nude. Handle: silver metal T-shaped handle.

Legs: skew silver metal frame.

w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm

Body: nude. Front: nude.

Legs: skew silver metal frame.

Handle: silver metal T-shaped handle.

w45.5/gd47.5/h65.5 cm

Body: saffron. Front: saffron.

Legs: rounded black metal frame.

Handle: black metal wire handle.

w45.5/d47.5/h55.5 cm

Body: white. Front: white.

Legs: slip pads.

Handle: leather handle.

w45.5/d47.5/h47.5 cm

Desktop: saffron. Handle: push-to-open.

Legs: rounded black metal frame.

w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm

YOU CAN CREATE A DIFFERENT 
COMPOSITION FOR YOURSELF

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 10 TYPES OF LEGS

straight black metal frame slanted silver metal leg slanted honey wooden frame dark wooden cone leg

slanted black wooden frame rounded black metal frame

straight brown wooden leg black metal skid slanted honey wooden frame light wooden cylinder leg

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative

What space works best for you? 
Do intensive colours invigorate you 

at work or do you prefer subdued, 
calming colours? The Creative 

palette makes it possible to create 
a desk matching your needs. You 

can choose an option with one 
drawer, a few smaller ones or 

just a spacious open recess. The 
final touch will be completed by 

choosing handles for the drawers - 
gentle wood, slender metal or soft 

leather? The choice is yours.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indigo light oak

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

leather 
handle

push 
to open

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped 

handle

dark wooden 
trapezoid handle

golden metal wire 
handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

golden 
metal round 

handle

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

black metal wire 
handle

black 
metal 

cylinder

Use the configuration tool for Creative at vox.
pl/creative

241240



210

218

230

236

214

224

234

238

STUDY AND HOME OFFICE

OFFICE FOR SPECIAL TASKS

MY OFFICE - MY WORLD

TWO WORLDS, ONE SPACE

TWO DESKS ARE BETTER THAN ONE

PERFECT REMOTE WORK

HEAD OVER HEELS IN BOOKS

AND EVERYTHING WORKS WELL

HOME BUREAU-CREATION

243242



HALLS AND 
CORRIDORS

The first impression is most important. 
Therefore, it’s a good idea to make the 
hallmark of our home - its hall - not 
only comfortable and handy, but also 
visually attractive. You don’t have to 
worry about finding furniture to fit a 
narrow or small hall. Creative has it.

245244



The hall is the hallmark of your home. It creates the first impression that transfers onto the whole 
house. It should not only be functional, but also visually attractive. Creative offers the perfect 

furniture to manage this demanding space.

A STRONG OPENING

247246



TEENAGERS’ 
ROOMS

Youth has its own rules and such rules 
should be followed when arranging a 
room for a teenager. An artistic soul, 
sport spirit, tenderness and girlishness 
in every detail - no matter what 
character we are dealing with, the 
inside of a teenager’s room should be 
its reflection. Sit down together, and go 
crazy with Creative - create a unique 
space that will help develop teenage 
hobbies.

249248



Instead of looking for furniture that will fulfil all the requirements of a charismatic young 
personality, use the possibilities of the Creative system and configure it your way. Create 

a space with character that will follow even the most creative spirit. An imaginative 
composition of several colours from the Creative palette used in furniture of different 

styles will create a colourful, inspiring space.

CREATIVE SPACE

251250



NCS S 8500-N

NCS S 2005-B50G

NCS S 1000-N

WALL COLOURS

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD
FOSEN OAK

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP 203

LARGE TABLE LAMP 
STORE

SHELF EST

NARROW BOOKCASE CREATIVE

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE CREATIVE

BOARDS: GREEN, HONEY OAK, INDIGO, SAFFRON, 
BLACK, WHITE , GREY
HANDLES: SILVER METAL T-SHAPED HANDLE , 
BLACK METAL WIRE HANDLE

NEWSPAPER HOLDER 
METROPOLIS

BOOK SUPPORT LINE
SET OF 2

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

253252



CREATIVE BOOKCASES
QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE
Body: indigo. Fronts: indigo.

Legs: slanted honey wooden frame.

Handles: leather handle.
w182/d37.5/h197 cm

TRIPLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

TRIPLE LOW BOOK-
CASE

SINGLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

SINGLE LOW 
BOOKCASE

DOUBLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

DOUBLE LOW 
BOOKCASE

Body: saffron. 

Legs: straight black 

metal frame.

w136.5/d35.5/h197 cm

Body: green. 

Fronts: green.

Legs: golden metal leg.

Handles: golden metal 

wire handle.

w136.5/d37.5/h151.5 cm

Body: oak. 

Fronts: honey oak.

Legs: slanted black 

wooden frame.

Handles: black metal 

round handle.

w45.5/d37.5/h197 cm

Body: indigo. 

Fronts: indigo.

Legs: slanted honey 

wooden frame.

Handles: straight 

honey wooden handle.

w45.5/d37.5/h156.5 cm

Body: white. 

Fronts: white, light oak, 

saffron, black.

Legs: straight black 

metal frame.

Handles: push-to-open.

w91/d37.5/h197 cm

Body: black. 

Fronts: grey.

Legs: straight black 

metal frame.

Handles: black metal 

round handle.

w91/d37.5/h151.5 cm

The tall quadruple bookcase is 
the largest among the Creative 
bookcases. It will easily hold all your 
favourite books, CDs or documents 
- it depends on you what its 
functions will be. Thanks to the vast 
personalisation possibilities, you will 
adjust it to your needs. Creative offers 
7 types of bookcases. Tall or low with 
open shelves? Choose by configuring 
your perfect furniture.

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF LEGS

leather
handle

push 
to open

rounded black metal frame

black metal skid

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped

handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder 

leg

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
wire handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

dark wooden 
cone leg

slanted 
honey 

wooden 
frame

golden 
metal 

leg

slanted silver 
metal leg

slider 
pad

golden 
metal 
round 
handle

slanted dark 
wooden 
frame

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

straight 
black metal 

frame

black metal 
wire handle

black 
metal

cylinder

slanted black 
wooden 
frame

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS:

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak

255254



Introduce the world of easy country living to your house and maintain a holiday-like 
atmosphere all year long. A light grey Creative bed and bookcase will gently break the 
white interior without distorting its lightness and clarity. Simple furniture with natural 

accessories will make the room idyllic.

IDYLLIC LIGHTNESS OF BEING

257256



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 2005-Y50R

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S 0502-R50B

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV901

HANGING HEADBOARD SIMPLE

LINENS UNI WHITE

TABLE LAMP
BISO

BOARDS: WHITE AND GREY
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER

DESK CABINET CREATIVE

90 BED CREATIVE

MEDIUM VASE 
TODAL

VARNISHED FLOOR BOARD
SKANDINAVIEN 1-LEAF
ALESUND OAK

DOOR LEAF 
UPPSALA W01S

259258



If you want to create a delicate, girly room that will suit all teenage needs, use the possibilities 
Creative gives in combining charm with functionality. A nude-coloured dressing table can also work 

as a desk. Choosing a matching dresser will make the room warmer.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY

261260



NCS S 1515-Y50R

NCS S 2000-N

NCS S502-R50B

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD 
VOX EVERA EV501

SINGLE TALL BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

ROUND HANGING MIRROR 
OM

LOW BOX ULF

CHAIR UNI

LAMP ELASTIC

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA FORTE
CHASE OAK

DRESSING TABLE CREATIVE

PLANT STANDS TRIX
SET OF 3

TALL BOX ULF

OARDS: NUDE AND GREY
LEGS: SLANTED HONEY WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: STRAIGHT HONEY WOODEN HANDLE

263262



Combining white with indigo and deep bottle-green will make a young interior more mature. When 
designing the bookcase, choose contrasting colours and asymmetrical layouts. Creative allows to 
freely experiment so it will satisfy even the most fussy young soul. Add a colourful desk and a vivid 

composition for a young individual is ready.

INTERIOR PASSION

265264



NCS S 1000-N

NCS S 7020—B90G

NCS S 7010-R90B

WALL COLOURS

FLOOR PANES BALTERIO
MAGNITUDE IVORY OAK

WALLPAPER GEOMETRIC BLOCKS

BOARDS: INDIGO, GREEN AND WHITE
LEGS: STRAIGHT BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER

DESK CREATIVE

CLOCK ZACO

BOX MEDICAL KIT

LOW TABLE LAMP 
CESTO

SKIRTING BOARD 
ESPUMO ESP202

DOOR LEAF NORDIA

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

TRIPPLE LOW BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

267266



The intensive life of young people requires an interior that works without problems, 
has a modern look and won’t get boring too soon. The dignified indigo can be 

contrasted with asymmetrical light oak elements.

MORE THAN FIRST CLASS

269268



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 0502-R50B

NCS S 2010-R80B

NCS S 7010-R90B

WALL COLOURS

NATURAL FLOOR SKANDINAVIEN
THREE-LAYER BOARD SKAGERRAK OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV601

3-DOOR WARDROBE CREATIVE

TABLE LAMP BRIT FRAME KANNOCLOCK PAVE

THROW MEDEA

BOARDS: GREY, INDIGO AND BLACK
LEGS: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER LEG
HANDLE: LIGHT WOODEN CYLINDER

90 BED CREATIVE

ORGANIZERS IDEAL
SET OF 3

LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

CUSHION ERIN

271270



If you are an energetic person bored by subdued interiors lacking energy and colours, feel free to 
experiment with the Creative configuration tool and create a distinctive space of your own. A table 

with a green top, an indigo bookcase, a huge nude wardrobe and a bed in the colour of energizing 
saffron. All seemingly from different worlds, but together they can create a lovely, atmospheric 

space.

POWER OF ENERGY

273272



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1000-N

NCS S 1515-Y50R

NCS S 7010-R90B

WALL COLOURS

FLOOR PANELS QUERRA SLIM PRESTIGE
GENUA OAK

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV401

DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
CONFETTI BALOONS
AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE MATERIALS

DOUBLE TALL BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

HORIZONTAL SHELF CREATIVE

BOARDS: GREY, INDIGO, SAFFRON, BLACK, GREEN AND 
NUDE
LEGS: SLANTED BLACK WOODEN FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CYLINDER, GOLDEN METAL WIRE 
HANDLE , GOLDEN METAL ROUND HANDLE , BLACK METAL 
WIRE HANDLE

CHAIR SHELL JUG TASSEL SMALL PLANT COVER 
FLOS

TALL ORNAMENT 
HOUSE

275274



A few details in an intensive colour will be enough to create a dynamic space with 
a unique feel. Saffron is perfect for the job! The desk as the main character will 

look great in the company of black and white. Where will you place the other sunny 
elements? It’s up to you - Creative makes anything possible!

MAKES YOU WANT!

277276



LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1000-N

NCS S 2000-N

WALL COLOURS

NCS S 8500-N

HARD CORE FLOOR
RIGIO CONCRETE STONE DARK

DECORATIVE WALL SYSTEM
ORIGAMI BIRDS
AVAILABLE ON MULTIPLE MATERIALS

BOARD STICKERS EDI
SET OF 2

SET OF CONTAINERS
HOLD 3-DOOR WARDROBE CREATIVE

DOOR LEAF 
UPPSALA W01S

SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV107

FLOOR LAMP LIGE

Design a bookcase with an 
unusual layout of shelves 
and cabinets - highlight 
the chosen elements with 
a colour. A saffron shelf for 
your favourite little things 
by the bed will complete the 
composition.

BOARDS: WHITE , BLACK AND SAFFRON
LEGS: BLACK METAL SKID
HANDLE: BLACK METAL WIRE HANDLE

DESK CREATIVE
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250

260

268

276

256

264

272

TEENAGERS’ ROOMS

CREATIVE SPACE

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY

MORE THAN FIRST CLASS

MAKES YOU WANT!

IDYLLIC LIGHTNESS OF BEING

INTERIOR PASSION

POWER OF ENERGY
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CHILDREN’S 
ROOMS

The Creative system will work perfect 
in children’s rooms. Thanks to the 
configuration tool you can not only 
test interesting colour sets that will 
stimulate the young imagination, but 
first and foremost create functional 
and comfortable furniture - for you 
and your curious, quickly growing 
little one. Ensure the baby’s comfort 
and safety in the smallest details by 
creating pieces like a handle-free 
wardrobe or a low bookcase with easy 
access to favourite toys.
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS

NCS S 1005-Y80R

NCS S 1515-Y80R

NCS S 1020-Y10R

WALL COLOURS

SKIRTING BOARD
EVERA EV701

CHILDREN’S TABLE MATCH

BOARDS: GREY AND SAFFRON
LEGS: ROUNDED BLACK METAL FRAME
HANDLE: BLACK METAL CILINDER

SINGLE LOW 
BOOKCASE 
CREATIVE

WOVEN BLANKET 
PURE

TABLE LAMP SEVI

VARNISHED FLOOR BOARD
SKANDINAVIEN 
FOSEN OAK

BED LOUNGE

BASKET MOTA

TRIPLE  LOW BOOKCASE CREATIVE

TOY OCTOPUS
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If you have an idea for a perfect room for your child, make it reality with Creative. Design the 
bookcase to give your child access to all the favourite toys when it needs to. Many open shelves with 
a closed cabinet in the middle will make it both functional and pretty. When designing the wardrobe, 

you will appreciate the freedom to choose any number of shelves and drawers.

IN THE LAND OF CHILDHOOD DREAMS
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LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
LIBRARY OF 
MATERIALS
WALL COLOURS

VARNISHED FLOOR BOARD
SKANDINAVIEN 1-LEAF
SKAGERRAK OAK

SKIRTING BOARD  
ESPUMO ESP101

TABLE LAMP BISO

BEDSIDE TABLE 
CREATIVE

BOARDS: BLACK AND WHITE
LEGS: GOLDEN METAL LEG
HANDLE: GOLDEN METAL HANDLE

OBRAZ ORSON 
39 ZŁ

DOOR LEAF
FRESTO 1

BASKET CLASS 

FLOWER POT 
IDA

POUFFE OCTOPUS

2-DOOR WARDROBE CREATIVE

NCS S 8010-B10G

NCS S 1515-Y80R

NCS S 1020-Y10R
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VOXBOX

LOOKING FOR 
INSPIRATION?

DESIGN YOUR INTERIOR

Use our range of ready-made 

designs. All you have to do is 

alter the dimensions of the default 

designs to match your interior.

www.vox.pl/uk/projects-voxbox

YOU CAN SEE YOUR DESIGN IN VR TECHNOLOGY 
IN OUR SHOWROOM STORES.

If you want to find out if the configuration you chose will look good in your interior, go to vox.pl and 
try out the VOXBOX App. It’s an intuitive tool for interior design available online without the need to 
install any additional programmes. The design and visualisations can be created at home or with the 
help of the customer advisors at our stores.
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CHOOSE YOUR FURNITURE

w192/d57.5/h192 cm w182/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w45.5/d57.5/h184 cm w45.5/d57,5/h45,5 cm

w91/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w182/d57.5/h197 cm w182/d57.5/h197 cm w182/d57.5/h45,5 cm

w45,5/d57.5/h192 cm w45.5/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w91/d57.5/h192 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h192 cm

w91/d57.5/h197 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h197 cm

w91/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w182/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w45.5/dg57.5/h197 cm w45.5/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w91/d57.5/h192 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h202 cm

w91/d57.5/h45.5 cm

w136,5/d57,5/h45.5 cm

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

4-DOOR WARDROBE

1-DOOR WARDROBE MODULE FOR 1-DOOR WARDROBE

2-DOOR WARDROBE MODULE FOR 2-DOOR WARDROBE

3-DOOR WARDROBE MODULE FOR 3-DOOR WARDROBE

MODULE FOR 4-DOOR WARDROBE

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative
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w182/d37.5/h197 cm w136.5/d37.5/h156.5 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h192 cm w45.5/d37.5/h91 cm

w91/d37.5/h202 cm w45.5/d35.5/h151.5 cm

w136.5/d35.5/h197 cm w91/d7.5/h146.5 cm

w182/d37.5/h192 cm w136.5/d37.5/h151.5 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h197 cm w45.5/d35.5/h91 cm

w91/d37.5/h197 cm w45.5/d37.5/h151.5 cm

w136.5/d37.5/h202 cm w91/d37.5cm/h151.5 cm

w182/d37.5/h197 cm w136.5/d37.5/h151.5 cm

w45.5/d35.5/h192 cm w45.5/d37.5/h91 cm

w91/d37.5/h197 cm w45.5/d37.5/h156.5 cm

w136.5/d37.5/h197 cm w91/d35.5/h156.5 cm

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE TRIPLE LOW BOOKCASE

SINGLE TALL BOOKCASE BOOKSHELF

DOUBLE TALL BOOKCASE SINGLE LOW BOOKCASE

TRIPLE TALL BOOKCASE DOUBLE LOW BOOKCASE

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN CREATE YOUR OWN
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w45.5/d37.5/h101 cm w91/d47.5/h151.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h101 cm w136.5/d47.5/h106 cm

w45.5/d37.5/wh60.5 cm w160-256/d90/h78 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h45.5 cm w136.5/d47.5/h151.5 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h106 cm w91/gd47.5/h146.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h106 cm w136.5/d47.5/h111 cm

w45.5/d35.5/h60.5 cm w160-256/d90/h78 cm

w45.5/d35.5/h45.5 cm w136.5/d47.5/h151.5 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h106 cm w91/d47.5/h151.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h106 cm w136.5/d47.5/h111 cm

w45.5/d37.5/h65.5 cm w160-256/d90/h78 cm

w45.,5/d35.,5/h45.5 cm w136.5/d47.5/h151.5 cm

CABINET TALL SIDEBOARD

SIDEBOARD WIDE DRESSER

CUBE CABINET EXTENDABLE TABLE

CUBE BOOKSHELF WIDE SIDEBOARD

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN
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w91/d47.5/h101 cm

w136.5/d47.5/h60.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h55.5 cm

w45.5/d47.5/h101 cm

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

w136.5/d47.5/h60.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h55.,5 cm

w45,5/d47.5/h106 cm

w91/d47.5/h101 cm

w136.5/d47.5/h55.5 cm

w182/d47.5/h65.5 cm

w45,5/d47.5/h106 cm

DRESSER

TV UNIT

WIDE TV UNIT

NARROW DRESSER

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN
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w80/d80/h45 cm

w55/d55/h40 cm

w80/d80/h45 cm

w55/d55/h40 cm

w80/d80/h45 cm

w55/d55/h40 cm

TALL COFFEE TABLE

LOW COFFEE TABLE

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

w95/d212.5/h98 cm

w125/d212.5/h98 cm

w95/d212.5/h98 cm

w125/d212.5/h98 cm

w95/d212.5/h98 cm

w125/d212.5/h98 cm

BED

w45.5/d25.5/h45.5 cm w45.5/d25.5/h45.5 cm w45.5/d27.5/h45.5 cm

CUBE SHELF

140, 160 and 180 beds are also available. Create your own configuration at vox.pl/creative

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN
w45.5/d47.5/h65.5 cm w45.5/d47.5/h55.5 cm w45,5/d47,5/h47,5 cm

DESK CABINET

w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm

DESK

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

w91/d27.5/h45.5 cm w91/d27.5/h45.5 cm w91/d25.5/h45.5 cm

HORIZONTAL SHELF

CREATE YOUR OWN
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Prices from this catalogue are recommended prices. The producer reserves the right to change the available colour patterns, dimensions, 

functionality and prices of presented products. This catalogue is published for informational purposes only. Data presented in the catalogue is up-

to-date in the month of first printing of the catalogue - i.e. October 2020.

w91/d47.5/h55.5 cm w91/d47.5/h60.5 cm w91/d47,5/h60.5 cm

HALL CABINET

CREATE YOUR OWN

w91/d47.5/h78 cm w91/d47.5/h78 cm w91/d47.5/h78 cm

DRESSING TABLE

CREATE YOUR OWN

w45.5/d47.5/h43 cm w45.5/d47.5/h43 cm w45.5/d47.5/h43 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE

CREATE YOUR OWN

w91/d45.5/h45.5 cm w91/d45.5/h45.5 cm w91/d45.5/h45.5 cm

RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE

CREATE YOUR OWN
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